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Bollywood's famous movie Dhoom 2 with the famous cast and crew. The world is abuzz with the news that the makers of
Bollywood's blockbuster Dhoom will produce its sequel featuring the lead actors of the film. Although the makers refused to
confirm the news, industry sources claimed that the makers of the original are working on the sequel of the same. They might
call the sequel to Dhoom as Dhoom 2. The second name of the film was popularized in the mainstream media after Mukesh
Ambani launched his mobile brand - Vivo - with the tagline of “Make Your Own Story”. Naseeruddin Shah will be seen playing
the lead character in the sequel. Since the previous film, Naseeruddin has won critical acclaim for the role and earned a cult
following. The film features Naseeruddin playing a dual role – the antagonist and the love interest of the lead character. On the
other hand, the film will have newcomers in the lead roles. Actress and popular singer Priyanka Chopra will be seen playing the
female lead in the film. In the film, Bollywood actress Preity Zinta will be seen playing a small role as the Bollywood heroine.
Apart from that, the film will have a number of famous actors and musicians in the guest list. Some of the famous names are
Alia Bhatt, Shikha Talsania and Tusshar Kapoor among others. ALERT - 19th April 2020 : INTERNET SAFETY CHECK -
Are you visiting a website you have not heard of before? Or is someone trying to con you into downloading something you don't
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